Dear our Partners,
This has been a good moment for me to share with you an update about HMP and Chibobo
community. On behalf of HMP and the entire Chibobo community I would like to appreciate your
generous support that has been offered for nine years. It’s clear that HMP will emerge a decade of
receiving sponsorship in May 2013 from Australian people such as Overnewton Anglican Community
College, St Mary’s Anglican Church and individuals from Melbourne. This journey has not been easy
for HMP to run the Organisation with many difficulties condition at the ground. It’s at this point that I
appreciate to our almighty God who has Protecting, Guiding, Loving and few Mercies on us. I thank
that He has been at our side especially to me who took over in 2007 after the death of our late Director
who was a founder. I made a promise to him before he died that I will take care of his Children, HMP
and the entire Chibobo community. Dear brothers have given all my best to ensure that HMP reach at
this stage although we have a long way to go. We have achieved many successful projects that have
cherished the Community and our Country at large. Today have something to share from what I
promised to him such as.












Orphanage
Chibobo Rural Health Centre
Koala women club
OVC secondary sponsorship
Night School
Humanitarian Aid
College Sponsorship
Transportation
Farming
Mechanics
Chibobo Secondary Construction

Dear Brothers as we are approaching to a decade of running an Orphanage have something to say
about. I wish my late Director was not taken so
that he witness the Orphans he left how they
are today and also how his legacy has
continued just like the way he wanted the
orphanage to be. It has not been easy from the
time I took over the Orphanage. During my last
discussion I promised him that I will fully take
care of orphans to my best of my sympathy and
to the interest of achieving his legacy and
goals. This year 2013 in May HMP will
emerge a 10 years of running Chibobo
Orphanage. I am thinking of putting a date
when HMP will have a celebration of decade
running Chibobo Orphanage and OACC
Sponsorship. During our first opening meeting
this year we proposed to be in June when the
OACC will be in Chibobo. To you our
Sponsors I do not know how to appreciate for
decade support that you have been to Chibobo.

A journalist from ZNBC Musonda Lombe visited
Chibobo Orphanage. I had a discussion with her
about HMP projects and she was shock to hear
the developmental projects that have been taken
by HMP without be covered by the journalist.
She managed to get script from me and orphans.
The scripts she collected so far has been on
ZNBC radio three times and I was happy to
receive calls from all over our country asking
about how our children performed during her
interviews. My script will be televised on
Sunday.

It has been honour to our sponsors that we have managed to care 60 orphans in the boarding, 11
Secondary School Sponsorship and 270 non boarders since 2007 despite being in rural area were its
difficulty to run Orphanages. Our children are
model to the community in respect, good
behaviour, Love, spiritually, grown up and
looking beautiful.
So far four grade 7 who sat for exams have
passed to grade 8. We have two who have
passed to Ibolelo High School and we have
engaged in discussion with pupils and the
guardians about our concern of them going to
Ibolelo High School which is a day school
while Chibobo has been given grade 8 this
year.
The most difficulty level of education for an African child is Primary school. At this level a child do
not have interest in school therefore, we insure that we motivate this children in many activities such
as feeding them well, entertainments, Sports, Playground, Good accommodation, and counselling.
The first class to write exams was in my administration and now they are going in grade 11 this year.
What a big achievement so far, HMP its now achieving its vision of uplifting the living standard of
OVCs in Education Support. They are lot of work involved in running Orphanage and it has not been
easy.
CHIBOBO HEALTH CENTRE.
This project was so frustrated to me and to you sponsors. This was due that there was no consultation
from the health building department on how the clinic was to be built. This resulted the Clinic
structure after completion not to meet the standard Clinics in Zambia.
The opening of the Clinic was not easy but it involves me to travel and baggy from high offices. I
engaged many stakeholders to assist the Chibobo people to have a health centre. Frustration and anger
became the only solution because many people put pressure on me. Seeing people dying on their way
to the main hospital was so painful to me therefore, this forced me to offer all I had just to ensure that
the clinic is opened. The community loosed interest when the Clinic will be opened on not until Gods
time came.

Today we all have something to smile that the
health centre it’s now saving not less than 80
people for a day and malaria has become a huge
problem in our area. Unnecessary deaths have
now reduced and the community are now happy.
This is another achievement of HMP through
your generous support.
Chibobo Rural Health Centre has been approved
for this year Construction. The Government of
Zambia this year will construct 650 Clinics
country wide and Chibobo its one of them. I
confirmed from the District Director Of Health
and Provincial Inspectors of Clinics. The construction will begin in May after rain season and
Chibobo will become a big Clinic. Your highly Contribution towards this Clinics has enable Chibobo
to Have a chance from the government to consider it.
CHIBOBO SCHOOL
HMP was running a school from grade 1 – 4 with three teachers. But HMP failed to proceed with a
school due to limited financial in future since it
was supposed to continue employing more
teachers and creating more classrooms for next
grades. Therefore, this forced HMP to agree
with the Ministry Of Education to transfer all
the pupils who were at HMP to a government
school with condition attached. The condition
of the agreement was HMP to construct 7
teachers’ houses in order to support
accommodation for more teachers. So far HMP
through Sponsors funds we have constructed
seven (7) teachers’ houses. In 2007 when I
came inn there were only 2 teacher’s houses
that were completed and have managed to complete the agreement of 7. Also the renovation of a
classroom has been already done although HMP was to construct a 1x 3 classroom block for Chibobo
primary school.
KOALA CLUB.
The Koala Club has an important role in to the widows and the Orphans at large. The club has been
intervention of OVCs care and support also the women empowerment. The Club which is in profit
making through different business activities it has assisted its own members financially by granting
them shares and loans. The Club entered into loan scheme last season October from the Funds that
was granted by the women empowerment programme also the funds they have in their account. It was
my role to write a proposal to the Ministry of Community Development for women empowerment
funds. So far koala has received twice funds from the government of Zambia on which the first funds
was 2 million kwacha from youth and sports the second was 5 million from women empowerment.
The 25 members of Koala there have granted a loan which will be paid after selling their produce.
This has helped the members to secure food for themselves for next year and for the income to their
homes. Koala club so far they are holding a 4 certificates awarded by the Ministry Of Agriculture
where by three of the certificates are District competition during district agriculture show and one is at
block show. These certificates are really helping the Club to be funded by the government.

The Club this year received agriculture inputs from Food Support Programme. This has enabled them
to grow one hacter of Maize which is an income generating. The club which opened up the centres it
has challenges in empowering them due to lack of transport and limited funds to other members.
Thank you to Mr mike Lampard who has offered a college sponsorship to Angelah Chibale who is
now in training in Tailoring and designing and computer lessons. Angelah will complete her course
next year in May 2014. The duration of the course is 1year 4 months. She will come and be a trainer
to all centres in tailoring and design also she will facilitate computer lessons to the Orphanage. Thank
you to the sponsorship funds.
SECONDARY SPONSORSHIP
The secondary sponsorship has become one of the major projects at HMP. This project it has drown
lot of interest to many parties on how we are assisting Orphans. After the broadcasting on ZNBC
interview many people have been asking
how HMP manage to offer sponsorship
especially how we came up with an idea of
sponsoring them into boarding schools. So
far our office has received lot of
application for sponsorship. This project
has encouraged the community and the
district. HMP through the sponsors they
have ploughed back into the community
through this project which has become a
direct benefit of the community. We have
different sponsorship in Zambia but HMP
its offering 100% sponsorship which is
good.
To create good communication with
students HMP has a strategy of monitoring
and meetings with orphans. During
meeting we discuss the difficulty they are
facing and how we can improve them also
counselling is done during this time.
Monitoring has been very vital to know
the performance, behaviour and the
relationship of Orphans to their teachers.
These have helped Orphans to remove
trauma by being always to their side.
So far the 11 students who were the first
to sponsors are now gone into year 11
successfully without any one drop out. We thank to our sponsors and the school management who
have been close with this children. To other part of sponsorship we have one girl who has drop out
from school due to a pregnancy. This girl she was under adra-kafhi sponsorship at Ibolelo High
School which is a day school. I have regretted that we did not picked her under Australian
Sponsorship as we have only two girls and the lest are boys in order for us to save her from what has
happened. The school results will be collected during the meetings at school which I need to attend in
the coming two weeks in all schools. We shall be able to update our sponsors about the performance
of them. I hope I will be there when they will complete year 12 so that I celebrate with them.

HUMANITARIAN AID
Our Organisation participated fully to aid the community in different areas. These has helped the
community to unity and work together. HMP which was the only centre which had transportation in
Chibobo community I was working tiredness to help our community in transportation especially when
they have patients. So far Chibobo residence has bought vehicles which has become helpful to the
community. HMP participated to the community in treatments and disasters.
The first treatment was for Joshua Chibuye who was sent to Australia for a club feat treatment. This
boy was in Australia for 8 months and the operation was successfully. I played my role to ensure that
all required logistics are put in place until his journey was successfully. After he came back he was
granted a full sponsorship although he failed to write grade nine exam last year due to unknown
reasons. This also was one of the development that a journalist failed to understand why we were not
covered by ZANIS that we have in Serenje. Joshua last year managed to write Exams and we are
waiting the results to be out as see if has passed.
The second treatment was for Dyson who was very sick of being polarised of his two legs. He was at
the point of losing hope of walking again but after I asked help from you I was given .The treatment
of Dyson was not easy with our environment. University Teaching Hospital was the only high health
institution that offers high treatment. Due to be the biggest Hospital they have lot of cases and it was
not easy they only offer appointments for you to be considered for treatment.
The other Aid was Reagan Tayali Disaster that
happened mid last year was their house was
burnt completely and lost everything they had.
It was so difficulty to me to offer help so i
asked for help from you and I was given. Today
there have Iron sheets to their house food was
burnt and clothes for them and one has returned
to school. Dear brothers this help is beyond our
expectation and I thank you once again.
Food Security Programme it’s one of the
project that HMP has brought back to Chibobo
after it was the contract was terminated by the
Ministry of Agriculture. After applying to the
Ministry the community has benefited this year
agriculture inputs. This programme its now running by HMP on behalf of the community. This is line
of HMP objectives to support the community in agriculture. So far 60 members who are terminally ill,
widows headed households, Vulnerable, Orphans have benefited from this Project. This project it’s
also a direct benefit of the community where they were not paying anything to have this inputs worth
1.5 million each. But they will require to pay a loan in full of 260,000 after selling there produce in
August 2013.

COLLEGE SPONSORSHIP
In Zambia education is the only key to succeed in life. So far six (6) has been sponsored through
funds from our Partners in Australia. Out of six, five are working three are under Ministry of
Education and two in private companies.
Again another sponsorship for a tertially education has been awarded to HMP which has seen Angela
Chibale been offered. She served HMP for six years and she deserves to be awarded the sponsorship.
She was very hard work and her missing from our management has left a huge gap in our working
system. Angelah now she is in Ndola with MMM training in Tailoring and designing. I have managed
to secure her accommodation at MMM
although we need to be paying every
month end. I am thinking Angelah to do
some short courses while being there at
MMM. courses like Information and
Communication Technology and
Secretariat. This will be very beneficial
both to Chibobo community and HMP
Chibobo Orphanage in future. We are
expecting her to come back after
completing her course in April 2013 but
she will be coming during holidays at
HMP. Am very happy that she has
eventually awarded this sponsorship
although I and HMP will miss her service and we shall all benefit from her training at last as she is a
faster leaner. More appreciation goes to late Mother of Mike who made this funds available that we
save many women who will benefit from Angelah’s service after completing her course.

FARMING.
It is one of the project that has been boosting HMP financially from the past three years despite
financial difficulty. Am looking forward to see some well-wishers coming to aid into this activity.
Since we have financial struggle this project cannot be self-sustainable since every revenue that was
collected was going towards HMP financial supplements. So far this project cannot pay my salaries
since the revenue it’s always collected once per year after selling the produce. If we can have some
well-wisher we can expand more business in agriculture to boost farming.

MECHANINCS
It has been one of the project that we have failed despite having a company certificate and the Land
that was given. I worked so hard to ensure that it becomes successful but due to limited logistics it
was very difficult for me to continue but only to rank it as the last project to consider.

CHIBOBO SECONDARY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION
When I visited Miloso Secondary School last year which was under construction I was encouraged
and gave myself a hope that we also can do it.
The 1 x 4 classroom block that was
constructed by the World Servants from
Netherland who were on the site in August and
September last year in two groups did a great
Job. The Secondary School construction we
be a biggest achievement in providing
education facilities near to Chibobo
community just like the way Miloso has done.
Last week I visited our Board Chairperson to
discuss some critical issues that have
surrounded HMP and managed to discuss with
him about Miloso Secondary if it will be
opened this year. He told me that it will be opened they have done a lot in preparation although they
are waiting for Provincial Office (PO) to come and recommend and officially opening. Despite facing
interfere from the government imposing high school fees that will see vulnerable children failing to
pay. So far the government has made an order to all boarding schools in Central Province to charge
school fees at 800,000ZMK each.
So far Chibobo Community and HMP
have contributed a lot into the project.
HMP has been in for front in facilitating
this project by contributing through
Organising meeting with the community
which has a good impact in working
together. We have been funding the
community with Food to eat during
working in all sections since they work
from morning until late afternoon. We
Organised a High school committee which
has been looking after 10 sections that are
surrounding HMP. HMP also has been
contributing financially in terms of labour
and fuel during fetching water for making bricks.
The opening of the Chibobo Clinic has also
contributed a lot for community members to have
faith that even High School in Chibobo one day it
will be there. Through this major contribution has
enabled the community to work hard in this
project. So far bricks for the Houses were
completed late November. The boundaries have
not yet done due to unlimited funds. The boundary
we require the surveys to come and that’s when
the processing of the title deeds can began. The
boundary from the community it’s already they
but this Land needs to have title deeds from
Ministry Of Lands.

The School will be very beneficial to Orphans, Vulnerable and to Serenje District. About 15 Primary
Schools will benefit especially that this year is the last year for all basic schools next year there will
be no Grade 8 in these schools but only grade 9. Therefore, we shall have another problem if we don’t
work hard and ensure that the school is constructed. At the moment the Government has not yet
shown interest on coming for aid into this project. But am pretty sure that if we start this project the
government will be drawn there attention and come for help just like what they have done for the
Clinic. Mainly it’s quite difficulty for our government to come for help at the moment due to lack of
resources and political influence. So far all High schools are now secondary schools even Serenje
Technical School have now grade 8 classes.
NIGHT SCHOOL
The school has been helping the Chibobo resident which has let us to see four women and one men sat
for grade 9 exams last year. Although it has not been easy for them but they have a great passion to be
great leaders and achieve high in education. The Grade 9 exams results are now released by next week
Monday 28th they will be in schools. We are very interested to see how these five will do from this
exams and which way they will go. The Orphans who sat for grade 9 also we shall have results on
Monday 28th includes Joshua Chibale. This will determine if he will be under sponsorship. This year
we are very interested in girls since from the grade 11 sponsored students, only two are girls yet we
have still experiencing early marriage and school dropping due to financial constraints. Therefore, our
attention will shift to serve more girls than boys to sponsor although our Office already has received
70 application from different community.
CHIBOBO CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
The Church has been having difficulties in running. But now am very happy that our God has
answered our prayers we have an Evangelist from Lusaka who has come to help the church. So far he
has been with us for two weeks and I have seen lot of changes in our Church. Am engaging HMP to
support this man of God as he has testifies his call to Chibobo church and I would like to support him.
It will be difficult for him to stay without financial support and have to give what I have. I had a
meeting with him twice and his still under my assessment before committing into support him. Next
week I will be meeting the CCC Church to discuss what they need HMP to do for them.

TRANSPORT
Transport continues to be a biggest challenge to HMP which has continued and hinder to deliver some
services. HMP it’s wider and we have lot of things to do while we only rely on one Vehicle which is a
wagon. Every project to be successful logistics such as transport is very vital because you can do
anything without it. When introducing a project you need to travel our country it’s still far to develop.
You can not only complete your discussion successfully without meeting that person. For instance
during apply to MMM last year late 2011 I failed because I was relying in communication which fails
to work until last 2012 I travelled to meet them and complete my mission that have let us to see
Angela being in School. There are lot things that we need to do for the Orphans for them to be
motivated since they are still young but we can only deliver once we have good transport. The above
activities can not only rely on one transport that is used by a Director.
We need to start looking into this issue critically and take it seriously because more projects will be
difficulty to operate if we do not tackle it.

Lastly but not the list, it’s my pressure to thank everyone who have been praying for me and HMP.
The starting of 2013 it has not been good to me and to my family. My working condition has been so
difficult. Have stopped going to School due to financial problem. I was supposed to go for residential
this January but I cannot afford to pay my tuition fee. It has been difficulty for me and my Wife as she
is also pursuing a degree like me. I decided to support her first since we cannot manage both of to pay
tuition fees. The Universities has increased the tuition fees. My father is suffering from stomach
cancer which has been bothering me a lot. The business of Bicycles also has contributed highly to my
problem. He has been so helpful to me and to my family if anything will happen to him my life will
be disturbed. I did not pay much attention to my work in December and January. Although am in this
situation am very grateful for the support that has enable HMP to run many projects with difficulty
condition. Have given what I can and thank you that God has been strengthening me in all difficulty.
Please I am asking everyone out there to pray for me as am finding a better idea what to do.

